Hofstra University's use of automobile logos for its own advertisement has generated much speculation, but has never been fully discussed in university publications until now.

Several years ago Hofstra University administrators decided to retire the school's old crest logo with the male and female lion. According to Provost and Senior Vice President for Academic Affairs and Other Stuff Herman Berliner, "The old logo seemed stuffy and reminded people of such outdated institutions as libraries or universities. This did not appeal to our prospective students, who are more interested in cars and malls."

Furthermore, according to Senior Vice Provost for Academic Affairs and Dean of Everything Else Liora Schmelkin, "The male and female lion cavorting together with only a shield between them gave students the wrong idea. And that slogan in misspelled French, which means 'I will maintain. I will maintain what?' Many students said that the old logo made them feel uncomfortable."

The stroke of genius came when consulting firm Dewey, Cheatem, and Howe, hired to improve the university's image and coffee, pointed out that Hofstra begins with an H, just like automobile manufactures Honda and Hyundai, each of which uses a stylized H for their logo. Hofstra tested a few variations on focus groups, and the rest is history.

Many members of the Hofstra community don't realize that Hofstra does not pay royalties for borrowing and altering the automobile makers' logos. In fact, the automakers pay money to Hofstra University, enough so that the new pedestrian bridge will soon be named the Honda/Hyundai Walkway to the Future. "We figure that it's good business," said Honda spokesperson Sori Yakamoto. "People see the Hofstra logo, think of our cars, and go out and buy them." This also puts to rest speculation about the purpose of the extensions past the stairways on each end of the bridge. Cynics have speculated that the contractors, in a display of incompetence typical of contractors hired by Hofstra, mismeasured the width of Hempstead Turnpike. The truth is that a Honda sales office will be located in one extension and a Hyundai sales office in the other.

Recently, however, concerns have been raised that Hofstra should be more supportive of American car makers. In response, Hofstra hired Xin Hua Public Relations to find an American auto with which they could ally themselves. The new Ford Edge proved to be the perfect vehicle, and thus was born the "Find your Edge" campaign. According to Director of Public Safety Ed Bracht, "We are planning to eliminate most parking spaces close to campus, except for Hofstra administrators. The student who buys a Ford Edge and tries to remember where she parked it in our new commuter lot in East Meadow will appreciate the meaning of 'Find your Edge.'"

According to a source who wished to remain anonymous, but is actually Hofstra President Stuart Rabinowitz, the university will soon announce its new ad campaign linked to the Chevrolet Suburban, with the slogan: "Hofstra, for the Suburban educational experience."
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